Step by step guide for the grinding of medication with the

Severo Professional Medication Grinder
Follow this recommended grinding protocol to avoid unwanted exposure to medication dust.
Suivez ce protocole de broyage recommandé pour éviter une exposition indésirable à de la poudre médicamenteuse.
Siga este protocolo de molido para evitar una exposición no deseada a polvo de medicamento.
Befolgen Sie dieses empfohlene Zerkleinerungsprotokv, um sich nicht ungewollt Medikamentenstaub auszusetzen.

To avoid the risk of exposure and cross contamination please follow the recommended protocol as shown below. Alternatively check the following
tutorial online at www.severo.nl/demovideo.
Fill until
the first line!
No stacking
of pills!
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Open the Severo by pushing the bottom
part of the grey handle. Put the medication
in the Severo Cup, fill it no more than the
first line and place a Severo Rondel centered
on top.

Requirements

• SeveroCup (article code: MED001)
The following additional items are
recommended for use during medication
grinding with the Severo:
• SeveroRondel (article code: MED003)
For keeping the grinding head clean.
The use of rondels prevents cross
contamination and saves cleaning time
after each grinding cycle.
• SeveroCup Lid (article code: MED002)
For completely sealing off the cup,
this way minimizing spills and
contamination risks during storage and
medication distribution.

Cleaning

2

Place the metal grinding head on top,
push it in the cup and place it all in the Severo.
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Close the lid of the Severo. When the
device is in standby-mode it immediately
starts grinding. Otherwise, press the on/off
button to start the grinding process. When
the grinding cycle is completed, the on/off
button will light up green.

Use an alcohol cloth to remove visible
contamination on the grinding head.
Visible contaminations on the Severo
device can best be cleaned with a damp
cloth and some detergent.

Tips

Always check the SeveroCup and Severo
Rondel for damages after grinding. The
disposables have been extensively tested
with the hardest kinds of medication.
However under extreme conditions
damages can not fully be ruled out.
To maximise the lifespan of the battery,
use the Severo disconnected from the
recharger.
Always consult your physician or pharma
cist before grinding any medication.
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After grinding, open the lid and
take out the SeveroCup together with the
grinding head. Check the cup for visual
contaminations. Remove the grinding head
while keeping the SeveroRondel in the cup.
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Check the grinding head for visual
contaminations. Gently remove the
SeveroRondel, check for damages and tap off
any remaining medication before disposal.
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The grinded medication in the cup can
be mixed with a liquid or with medication gel
before administration. The grinding head is
ready for re-use.
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